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AWARENESS: Discover How Life Really WorksÂ "With awareness you intuitively see past ego
mind stories and understand the big picture."Â Discover the code forÂ finding more meaning,
fulfillment, love, and success.Â Do you feel like youÂ are missing the signals that life is
sendingÂ you?Â Do yourÂ relationships fall shortÂ of your expectations?Â Have you beenÂ passed
up for jobsÂ you knew you were perfect for?Â Sandra and Daniel know you can get off that negative
roller coaster ride and have the success you deserve.Â What if there is a secret code that can lead
to success and happiness? What if you couldÂ become the very best version of youÂ simply by
changing your thoughts?Â In the third book in The CODEBREAKER PLATINUM Series,
AWARENESS: Discover How Life Really Works,Â Sandra and Daniel Biskind have unlocked the
code to achieving immediate and sustainable success in your lives.Â AWARENESS empowers you
to experience your natural state of peace, love and joy.Â Regardless of where you are in your
personal transformational journey toward enlightenment and self-mastery, heightenedÂ awareness
will transform your experience of life. Sandra and Daniel teach thatÂ with AWARENESS you step
into the realms of truly achieving the life of your dreams and it begins with YOUÂ -- you are what
you have been looking for!Â AWARENESS encourages your understanding of how life really works
so you can have amore meaningful and fulfilled life.Â The simple tools and techniques in this easy
to read book will empower you to live, lead and succeed through new levels of
awareness.Â *Â Discover the success secret that the most successful people know.Â * HaveÂ a
happier, more fulfilled and meaningful life.Â *Â Increase your emotional, physical and relationship
intelligence.Â * You can haveÂ have the relationship of your dreamsÂ and the career and success
you deserve.Â Sandra and Daniel have discoveredÂ how to break the unconscious codes that
sabotage your best intentionsÂ and stop you from having the success you deserve.Â "There is
another way, and we can find it together - not by searching for it but by creating it. Unlock your ego
mind code that has you stuck in old beliefs, programs and ideas and open yourÂ selfÂ toÂ a whole
new paradigm that supports and uplifts your soul's choice to evolve,Â grow and have fun. Live your
life as the best version of you."Â The CODEBREAKER PLATINUM SeriesÂ is a revolutionary
approach to self-transformation. It was specifically created to illuminate your full potential and
support you on your journey in unlocking the best version of you. There is a secret code and the
books in theÂ CODEBREAKER PLATINUM SeriesÂ will teach you how to do just that.
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Truly thankful for the Biskinds and their endless wealth of knowledge. #divinemindcode strong!

I have been waiting for this book to come out in the series of PLATINUM!I am so glad it has come
out now. Awareness was an easy to read practical book, that decoded a lot of how the mind works
for me.It's like I was given a step by step blueprint on what I need to do to have the true success I
have always wanted.Another key piece to the puzzle of life has fallen in to place for me. It's like part
of the code keeps unlocking and enables me to live a truly fulfilling, joyful life.After reading the book
I felt a total sense of blissfulness come over me yet I felt aware of everything in my sphere.Thank
you Sandra and Daniel Biskind for writing the codes. :)Can't wait for the next book!

The best book in the Codebreaker Platinum Series so far in my opinion.....The book gives a clear
view of the process and methodologies behind this amazing transformation process.This book and
the process behind it will not stop s*** happening in your life!!!It will help you to neutralize the
emotional charge that comes from life's challenges and and allow you to deal with "stuff" gracefully
and elegantly.Why do I think its the best book so far...?Because to truly have Peace and Love in
you life, fist you must have Awareness....Awareness of your self sabotaging programs that prevent
our "Best Self" from emerging and thriving.Buy the book...just do it!

How many times have you wondered what life is about and how life really works? A safe bet is you
have not figured it out yet! In this concise treasure chest of wisdom, best selling authors, Sandra

and Daniel Biskind, have done this for us. If you do nothing more today, read this marvelous
publication that clearly explains how life does work and how you can use this knowledge to better
your life. A tip for readers - pay special attention to page 54. The words & thoughts on this page are
dipped in platinum and are so easy to follow and already have been so helpful to me.This
life-changing publication provides a key to the door that opens to a whole new, healthier, exciting,
happier and fulfilling life. Sandra and Daniel, thank you. Bill Bryant

I love how Sandra and Daniel explain in plain language practical, easy to understand techniques to
reprogram your brain and begin to transform. I recommend this book for anyone wanting to learn
how to get in touch with their higher self.
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